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SELLING CONCEPTS

HOW TO SELL HYDRAULIC LIFT CONCEPTS
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I.  INTRODUCTION

There are two (2) types of professional salesmen, those who take

orders and those who help create and generate sales.  The most

effective and profitable salesmen are usually those who generate

sales.  These salesmen introduce their customers to new ideas for

saving money, increasing productivity or enhancing safety, and assist

their customers in finding applications and selling themselves on the

ideas.  McGraw-Hill Publishing stated in a survey that 75% of all new

technology enter the industrial marketplace through presentation by

salesmen.  Do not underestimate the impact you can have on your

customer and the most important concept – be a problem solver – find

your customer’s material handling problem and offer a solution.
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II.  BASIC HYDRAULIC SCISSORS LIFT CONCEPT NOTES

A. Your customer is not trying to apply a lift or
      for that matter even buy one – he is trying to
      solve a material handling problem

B.  Due to the apparent simplicity of the scissors
      lift, the concept does not appear “Hi-Tech”
      and is, therefore, often overlooked.

III.  REVIEW BENEFITS OF HYDRAULIC LIFT CONCEPTS

A.  Safety to men and material (mention
      OSHA and ADA requirements)

B.  Increased efficiency.

      1.  Reduced fatigue.

      2.  Speedier production.

      3.  Reduced indirect labor.

      4.  Reduced handling of material.

      5.  More economic use of space.

      6.  Reduced damage to materials.
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C. Greater Utility NOTES

1. Stable platform

2. Infinitely adjustable height

3. Versatile (to many applications)

4. Programmable movement

5. Portable

6. Wide vertical range

D.  Reduced maintenance costs

       1.  Reduced down time

IV.  APPLICATIONS

A.  Applications are only limited by your
      imagination

B. Best way to see applications is to
      THINK VERTICAL MOVEMENT

C.  General types of applications (typical) NOTES
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1. Lifting

       2.  Lowering  (includes below ground).

       3.  Stacking

       4.  Feeding

5. Leveling
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6.  Tilting NOTES

       7.  Positioning Workers

       8.  Positioning Material

       9.  Transferring

       10. Transporting
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V.  YOUR ATTITUDE IS MOST IMPORTANT FOR                          NOTES
      EFFECTIVENESS

A.  You must have confidence as a material
      handling expert.

1.  You must have confidence in your
                       knowledge of Southworth Products.
                       (Salesmen doing their homework).

2. You must have confidence in the
     products. (Southworth doing their
     homework).

VI.  TYPES OF CUSTOMERS TO SEE:

A.  Any manufacturer or assembler of any types
      of goods (from airplanes to xylophones)

B.  Warehouse operations which include (re)
      palletizing and or (re) packaging.

C.  Any size company (10 to 10,000 employees).

VII. WHO AND WHAT TO SEE

A.  See the specifying agent; i.e. Production
                Manager, Plant Manager, Industrial
          Engineer, Ergonomist, Safety Director, etc.

B. SEE THE PLANT (most important – don’t
      ever pass up this opportunity).

C.  Familiarize him with the concepts scissors
      lift, positioners, tilters & turntables.
      (Full Line Flyer)

D.  THINK VERTICAL MOVEMENT and look
      for applications.
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E.  Ask your customer to talk about and NOTES
     show you his material handling problems,
     space problems, productivity problems and
     safety problems (be observant).

VIII.  USE GOOD BASIC SALESMANSHIP ,

A. FOLLOW UP

B. FOLLOW UP

C. FOLLOW UP

IX.  REVIEW:

A.  Scissors lift concept – vertical movement.

B.  Know benefits of hydraulic lifts.

C.  Think vertical movement to see
      applications.

D.  Develop confident attitude.

E.  Get to the specifying agent.

F.  See the plant.
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X.  CONCLUSION:

Expansion of your market place is, to a large

measure, dependent upon education of your

customer.  As a professional material handling

salesperson, you are our primary means of

                doing that educating.
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